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Astro*Carto*Graphy
A Locality Interpretation Prepared for Catherine Zeta Jones

INTRODUCTION
One thing is certain about you, no matter where you are -- you're one of the people
who gets a lot out of life because you look beneath appearances and are willing to think
for yourself, astrology being somewhat off the beaten track these days. So what is
ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY*EXPLAINED? It's based on the common, instinctive idea
that a person has different chances, luck, experiences or options in different localities -that you aren't exactly the same person in New York that you are in Los Angeles. It
works by looking at the planets' relationships to the places you've asked about at your
birth moment. If a particular planet was especially powerful in the location noted when
you were born, then the affairs that it symbolizes should predominate if you travel there,
reside there or even have anything to do with that location from some other place.
Since 1976, when the now-standard ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY technique was
introduced, wide acceptance by both the astrological community and the public has
validated it. In addition, ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY has been able to benefit from the
actual experiences of the thousands who have ordered its maps. The product of this
experience is this new service.
WHY DO PEOPLE MOVE?
To understand how this information will be useful, perhaps we should question why
people move around so much in the first place. In addition to the obvious reasons are
psychological ones. Psychologists (Carl Jung especially) have suggested that people
instinctively seek wholeness, or a completeness of their experience. If it's true that
different locations accent different parts of your potentials, moving offers a way to speed
evolution, to get acquainted with new parts of yourself. So if you find that a location you
are obliged to reside at is one in which some of the more problematical influences
predominate (such as Saturn, Neptune, etc.), you should look beneath the superficial and
immediate desires and concerns of your life and try to understand what emerging
consciousness has brought you here. Every location is good for something, and you
would not be considering living in a difficult one for no reason. Also, don't get frightened
if some of the interpretations sound extreme or perilous. Every planet has numerous
possible manifestations, and, while we've tried to include them all here, rarely do the
more extreme ones occur. The point in this report is to enable you to anticipate the nature
of influences at your potential residence and so become able to recognize and utilize their
most positive manifestations.
Different people are apt to react differently to the same astrological influence. You
will feel more comfortable with what you already know, so certain planets will be easier
for you to live under than others. For example, if you are a woman with traditional

values, Mars and the Sun will possibly pose more problems for you than for a man, since
the qualities and life experiences associated with these planets are not usually socially
encouraged in women's upbringing. Similarly, men will find the Moon and Venus more
challenging. People who tend to follow external authorities and believe in society's order
as unchallengeable may find themselves more at home under Jupiter and Saturn lines, and
stressed by new experiences under Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, while individualists and
the more self-reliant will reverse these reactions.
You might find it useful to realize that, when faced with challenging astrological
potentials, it is sometimes easy to "project" these onto your mate or partner, seeing the
emerging parts of your own psyche as things THEY are doing. If your interpretations
seem to fit your mate, realize that these things are happening because of possibilities in
yourself that you aren't ready to face, and try to develop the positive sides of the
astrological potentials described.
EVERY PLACE IS GOOD FOR SOMETHING
But the most important thing to realize is that every location is good for something; if
you recognize and understand its potentials, you can use them constructively. You'll find
that in some instances you don't even have to travel or live in the location -- that its
influence affects you through people who come from there, or remote concerns, such as
business, cultural or other life interests that symbolize those psychological potentials
described by this report.
So here goes with the ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY*EXPLAINED analysis of the
locations you're interested in. We hope it opens up for you opportunities to find what
you're looking for in life; but we also hope it enables you to look beneath the surface, to
see patterns in your own development and your instinctive growth toward wholeness.

Los Angeles, CA

PERMANENT INFLUENCES
The location you have selected is one in which there were a great many powerful
astrological influences operating at the time of your birth, and residence here is apt to
constitute a turning point in your life, as many major issues come into critical
consciousness. But prolonged residence here is neither likely nor advised, since such
constant, intensified awareness and continual sense of emergency may wear you down,
resulting in serious, chronic problems. Below are listed, in order of their relative
strengths, the influences that affect this locale; but, as many of the activations are
contradictory in nature, it should be clear that so much is going on that you will be hard
pressed to establish any coherent life direction or consistent approach to the many issues
continually raised.
Sun-Ascendant:
IF YOU'RE JUST VISITING, LOOK FOR FAMOUS PEOPLE
If you are just planning a short stay in this zone, expect lots of fun and an increase in
your appetites and opportunities to indulge yourself in games, amusements, and glamour.
Anyone travelling with you may find you a little overbearing, and your budget goes out
the window as self-image improves, demanding more expensive and exotic clothes,
surroundings, and people. Since you and everyone else think of you as a little more
important and powerful, you're either treated like a celebrity or find yourself surrounded
by them. For this reason this is an excellent zone for developing talents, particularly
artistic ones. A great place for a vacation, but bring lots of money.
IF YOU PLAN TO LIVE HERE, EXPECT TO BE MORE IMPORTANT
This is your "celebrity" zone, where you express the influence of the astrological Sun.
The universe seems an object to be acted on by your energy and will, and a masculine,
egoic consciousness prevails. Functions of logic, inner motivation, and ordering are
expanded. The drive toward self-actualization is powerful here; that is, life processes and
will conspire to create an identity that is acutely aware of its own selfhood, an
autonomous, outer-directed, and often extroverted "I am" that sees its own existence and
function to be of prime importance in the universe. Your direction is molded mostly by
inner processes, less so by environment and social pressure, so you seem more free from
past and future, existing as a unique, self-aware factor in the here and now. You expect
others to pay attention to you here, and they do -- followed about like an important
personage, you are treated often to others' generosity and identify strongly with your
creations (including children). This is the best locale to sell or exhibit creative works --

writers may easily find a publisher here, and even the obscure take on a self-important
and "movie star" charisma. If there are other planets' influences coupled with the Sun,
you could become an extremely powerful, famous, or infamous symbol of the affairs
governed by those other planets to your entire milieu, so try to understand carefully what
they mean. By itself, the Sun demands a glittering, domineering, and perhaps overbearing
style in life. Pride, glamour, and an appetite for the roar of the crowd may underlie and
conceal inner incompleteness and self-rejection that demands others' approval as
compensation.
HEROES COME IN ALL SIZES
In the early stages of Sun awareness, you may exhibit the boasting, arrogant selfimportance and ostentation of the vain narcissist, or you may attract to yourself (or
follow) others with these traits. A solar zone focuses consciousness on a battle with basic
feelings of inferiority, and if you have never yet seen yourself in a "heroic" role, then
here you will go through a deep, inner, preparatory struggle first, one in which you will
painfully reject a childish, dependent, immature identity. A later stage of awareness of
this planet's power (usually after the age of thirty) focuses on the Quest, or inner, mythic
journey. This journey is at best the genuine quest to perform a deed or understand a
personal mystery, the accomplishment of which will define an unchangeable foundation
of selfhood and power. Pride is the catalyst of this change, and some of the
confrontations engendered by youthful overpridefulness and a tendency to adopt
pompous, officious roles (in an attempt to mask a wounded immaturity) later form the
foundation of mature inner dignity and capacity to control your moods and feelings. In
earlier stages, you may feel that fixing the kitchen faucet is a feat for which you deserve a
Presidential Commendation, but this imperial myopia soon encounters reactions that
broaden it to a universal appreciation of your own and others' deepest, immutable power
and dignity. In maturity, the solar consciousness exhibits a glowing, fatherly leadership, a
creative, self-fulfilled guiding light and energizing influence to all whom you affect, who
will be many. Speaking with authority, hope, and humor, you develop self-assurance,
loyalty, intelligence, and even fame.
CAN ANYONE REALLY BE A STAR?
Obviously, this type of "star-consciousness" does not work well for everyone, and if
you are a person who is normally shy, retiring, and likes the background, this area may
present you with these potentials in the form of inner struggles around love and selfimage or in the persons of other people, some of them domineering and egocentric.
Aquarians, Pisces and Virgo types may have more problems here than other people, but
anyone has the energy to grow and develop the charisma and leadership that lies within,
often doing so in a public context of some sort. You may act more like your Sun sign
here.
Women are usually not educated to easily assume authority and power, so Sun zones
like this one seem problematical at the beginning for you, unless you are already
uncharacteristically self-assured. But in time, a tendency to attract domineering men to
you will give way to the discovery of power within yourself, though you may resist it at

first; events may befall you that force you to accept leadership, when all eyes are on you,
and, while at first it is unpleasant, you grow to like the role of "star" as you get used to it
and its rewards. While another role-- "damsel in distress" -- works to attract shining
knights, they soon leave you alone to seek a heroism within yourself.
IF AUTHORITIES PICK ON YOU, TRY BECOMING ONE
On a more practical level, this zone is one in which men often become fathers and
where success as a self-made hero, an artist, or producer comes. Love is given, though
seemingly not needed, and you will make things happen here, manipulate the
environment, succeed in any business that demands presence, a public image, and
powerful dignity. Authority is a key concept here, and there are dangers of insensitivity
and overwork, especially for those who have not yet wholly integrated their mature
identities. If you find yourself fascinated by movie stars, royalty, or powerful leaders, this
shows you have not yet accepted your own "Sun" potential; this zone may then hold
some critical and bittersweet lessons in this department. Pay particular attention to your
thoughts and concerns with parents and authority, and be aware that disappointments in
love and leadership concerns point the way to a truer sense of your own selfhood. Music
and art may be important themes here, especially if Libra is strong in your horoscope,
while a priestly role in religion may dominate if Cancer, Sagittarius or Pisces is powerful.
This is a good area for health; rehabilitation may occur and vitality be restored. Awards,
titles, and degrees are bestowed, as everyone agrees that you are "somebody," and inner
spiritual experiences advance a deep sense of selfhood. Gambling, games, and
amusements take on new importance, maybe professionally.
"WHAT IF I CAN'T STAY HERE?"
Powerful ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY lines can affect you even if you don't travel or
reside under them. This part of the world, under your Sun line, is associated with your
quest for selfhood, and you may relate to mythological or cultural images from this locale
in a highly personal manner; moreover, people or other concerns that you associate with
this locale can have transformative importance for your self-image and concept of
identity.

The particular position that Sun occupied in this location at your birth will direct this
type of energy and experience particularly into certain life areas; while the most
important thing to understand is the underlying meaning and psychological principle,
these are apt to manifest more obviously in specific life areas than in others.
MAYBE YOU'RE AFRAID IF YOU GOT OUT OF THE SPOTLIGHT, YOU'D
DISAPPEAR
In this location, the general effects and concerns of the Sun specifically act
themselves out through your personality and the effects that you have on other people.
You are basically attempting to discover who you are, but are inclined to see the image of
yourself defined in contrast to others around you, a tendency that may compel you to
wear out numerous insubstantial identities, each of which exists only in relation to certain

other people. This is hardly apparent to many, however, as you project pride, dignity,
vanity, and some arrogance, attracting followers and hangers-on with your zestful
personality and magnetic charisma. Your relationship with your father may lie deep
beneath this personal quest for identity, as you consciously or otherwise seek to imitate
the power that he had over you in your relationships with others. Work succeeds in areas
that attract others' attention: artwork, theater, performance, or as a guide to personal
transformation in the lives of others.
You may be assigned the role of "guru" by admiring friends. Leadership, audacity,
courage, and nobility of character manifest here, as you seek to become what everyone
admires and desires above all else. A profession that puts you before the public is
specified here, as you are self-confident, an energetic achiever, impulsive, and
extroverted. Children (of all ages) find you irresistible; you encourage their unqualified
admiration in order to have at least a following of some sort. You like to see yourself as
"special," better than the ordinary, so there is danger of affectation, theatricality, and
vanity. Those around give you complete permission to succeed, and you are subject to the
dangers as well as the glories of leadership, perhaps learning that often, people who
satisfy their unfulfilled identities in hero worship can later turn persecutor when the hero
has failed to deliver all that was hoped for. Still, life is like a party with you as the guest
of honor in this locale, and the "prima donna complex" that develops seems justified by
your power, humor, poise, and joyful influence.
This location is a little west of the actual planetary influence; therefore, among the
possibilities listed above, those involving your direct perception of your own personality
and identity should be where most of the action manifests. You will probably come to
identify strongly with the various functions, energies, personality attributes, and activities
of this zone, and consciously incorporate them into your repertory of personality options.
Power comes from recognizing the nature and potency of this influence, which you can
come to symbolize in a very real way for others -exaggerate it, consciously act out
the positive aspects of its role, and you'll find other people empower you, recognizing
your instinctive ability to handle energies that make them uncomfortable, or which they
do not understand. In your personal relationships, you will often play the role assigned by
this psychological influence, and your partner may well play whatever is opposite.
Success comes from accepting this role and learning to manage and project it
consciously.
Mars-Imum Coeli:
IF YOU'RE JUST VISITING, BRING YOUR RUNNING SHOES
A short stay in this zone can galvanize your self-sufficiency, build a fire under your
competitive instinct, and stoke up sexual appetites, especially if men are the objects of
your desires. Sports of any kind, but especially competitive ones, shine here, so expect to
have more energy than usual if on vacation, and look for athletic and vigorous pastimes.
Cooperation, love, and harmony may be noticeable by their absence, however, and if
you're travelling with people you harbor ill feeling for, expect constant confrontation.

This can also be an accident-prone area, especially for those who do not feel comfortable
with sex, competition, maleness, and assertion. Ideal for a survivalist vacation in the
mountains, this zone is less suited for social relationships, investment, or business other
than daring, entrepreneurial ventures.
LIVING HERE: IT'S HARD WORK BEING INVINCIBLE
Mars's nature assures that the dominant theme in this, your "energy locale," is action
and the projection of strength outward, often in the service of some symbolically
masculine cause or ideal. Mars power is intense; it should be respected and used with
caution. Raw, masculine energy is regulated and discouraged by modern society (despite
its media idealization in Westerns and crime movies), so its expression elicits a hostile
reaction even though you think it appropriate in what you see as a world peopled with
dragons and princesses in need of rescue and where your ego pushes you into the thick of
every battle. Your physical intelligence develops, and through erotic stimulation and
challenge you may "become a man" (no matter what your sex), learning to take control of
your own life and to be responsible for your own destiny, but this battle of selfhood will
have to be fought over and over. The idea that all nature is renewed by fire, sex, or war is
in keeping with Mars, so bridges are burned in this locale and childhood left behind
forever. Mastering the environment and defending oneself against harm are the two most
obvious functions of Mars, inclining you to force yourself onto others, to seek perpetual
activity, and to destroy what you cannot master, feeling force as purgative to the psyche.
Competition is the prevalent mode of relating in this locale, and anyone you do not
dominate or master sexually you will attempt to overcome covertly. There is both a
continuous testing of yourself and an attempt to bridle your passions; you make decisions
and take courses that commit you to the struggle for survival. It is hard to feel close to
men especially, as all are seen as potential competitors, and valiant, passionate, and
impulsive actions keep you on constant guard, never able to relax. Every life activity
seems directed by domination and competition, so that virility, some cruelty, and
violence are expressed, exercise of power is invigorating, and action and adventure are
sought. You feel at home with pain and danger, both of which are frequent experiences.
THE DEFENSIVE SURVIVALIST
Mars's myth is of course that of the god of war, and, while an unpleasant human
reality, it is war that expresses "natural selection" among subgroups of the species,
assuring a strong genetic stock. Mars purges and burns away what is no longer needed, as
predators thin herds of deer. Personally, this shows an area where you learn to fend for
yourself, perhaps under actual military conditions or imagined dangers. The result is a
spare, impetuous, athletic, trimmed-down personality, unburdened and stimulated to
healing and growth by the abrupt removal of some of life's past accumulations on
psychological and material planes.
The early stages of Mars awareness are of course the most difficult, and people who
have ignored or repressed their capacities for sexuality, competition, or aggressiveness
may find themselves dealing with these aspects of personality in other people -quarrelsome, violent, sexually aggressive, irritating people with whom involvement

seems inescapable. Unconsciousness of Mars's potentials in this zone can lead to injury,
being attacked or accident prone. In later stages of awareness you may act out these very
attributes: boisterous, crude, leering, annoying, and noisy, you act the obnoxious
adolescent, cocky and pugnacious, losing friends and alienating almost everyone. More
mature acceptance of your own Martian power suggests a cool recognition of the
necessity to do constant battle with injustice, and, like a surgeon, you learn how to do
good by selective destruction. The mastery of one's environment -- taming rivers and the
other chaotic forces of nature -- shows the necessity of Mars, and you would probably fit
best into pioneering, natural and/or rural situations far from the diplomatic give-and-take
of relationship in a complex society. Mars's power is such that society spends a great deal
of energy in regulating it, and the closer you are to the urban bourgeois reality in which
most modern humans live, the less appropriate is its energy. There is little real room for
entrepreneurial activity, for pioneering and for original, forceful, and decisive
accomplishment in present-day society, despite the glorification of these ideals in public
mythology.
MARY POPPINS -- WATCH OUT
Obviously, certain types of people will find this environment more difficult than
others do; those who have adapted well to social relatedness and who value cooperation,
harmony, and peace will find this zone very perplexing and problematical. Also, people
for whom sex is repressed, sinful, or psychologically stressful will be disturbed to find it
irrepressible, demanding, and omnipresent. More adventuresome, independent,
pioneering, and athletic types, at home with their bodies and biology, might find this zone
invigorating, energizing, and one in which new approaches and possibilities are
discovered.
As a woman, you'll find this zone one of special problems for you. Women are not
usually socialized to be comfortable with their aggressive, assertive power and tend
instead to attach themselves to men whose overt masculinity is usually in direct
proportion to the suppression of their own. This tendency will be exaggerated in this
locale as you find yourself at the beginning stages of Mars consciousness. Hopefully, you
will learn to take control of your own masculine energy and feel more at home with
anger, sex, assertion, and self-expression. You may have to willingly undertake
integration of your masculinity, as with assertiveness training, martial arts, or vigorous
physical activity. The result of such integrating will be a wider, more mature personality,
increased personal power, and the valuable gift of personal autonomy.
CASEY JONES, PAUL BUNYAN, AND JOHN HENRY
On more practical levels, this zone is one in which temper, violence, passion, sex, and
other biological urges are more powerful, much the opposite of peace, harmony, or the
desire for security. You tend to be opportunistic, and relationships, even marriage, tend to
be contentious rather than cooperative. Mars is the planet of "machismo," so that daring,
courage, adventuresomeness, and risk-taking, as well as masculine pride and sensitivity
to insult, develop here. Life outside of self is valued and sought, and an eternal discontent
drives you to explore, test, and dominate every aspect of the outer world with zest and

energy. You can be persuasive, combative, spontaneous, impulsive, and excitable. There
is a coarse element to Mars, the opposite of refinement and culture, so that intolerance,
crudeness, and lustfulness may also be excited.
Professions in which Mars excels are obvious: athletics, military, police, meatpacking and butchery, heavy industry, construction, metal work, use of tools,
engineering, and jobs traditionally associated with men -- all are good areas to express
Mars's creative energy and physicality. Such active occupations tend to relieve the
impetuous and intense energy of this zone. Formalized competition may be important if
you do not work in a Martian occupation, and athletes expect to excel here, perhaps
setting lifetime records. The mind becomes more mathematical, scientific, and
materialistic.
The dangers of Mars to personal well being are of two types: injury and burnout, both
being the result of too much energy without rest, moderation, or social cooperation.
Physical activity tends to relieve tensions that are likely here.
WHERE THE MEN ARE MEN, AND THE WOMEN ARE TOO
Even if you can't travel to these areas, they may be important in your life through
people who come from there. These may either antagonize you unpredictably, making
you angry and putting you in touch with your passions and competitive spirit, or spur you
on to growth and self-realization through continually setting goals and testing. You may
associate these goals with hardy pioneer types and adventuresome risk-taking activities;
poor for investment, these zones are good for development of new ideas and personality
capacities.

This, then, is the underlying psychological principle of the planetary influence
operating for you in this location, and you should strive to understand the abstract as well
as the particular manifestation of this energy as described above. However, due to the
position Mars held at birth at this location, it is apt to operate more in certain life areas
than in others.
DOMESTIC HOSTILITY
In this locale, the position of Mars manifests most obviously in manipulative or
competitive feelings toward your family or in events and circumstances that change your
attitude toward your roots, origins, or home situation. The result of Mars's intrusion into
your life may be a new attitude and relationship with your family and past. Marriage and
long-standing family relationships are in for testing, and whether this comes from
external problems or personality conflicts, you will eventually realize that the results are
a new and slimmed-down definition of who you are and where you came from. Politely
ignored family problems come raging out of the closet here, often resulting in a total
change in relationships, home, family, and property. Childbirth, pregnancy, and the past
are concerns attended with challenge and trouble. You may have to nurse family
members back from some physical or emotional injury, find that neighbors are harshly
obnoxious or that your actual dwelling is unsuitable, perhaps subject to accident or fire.

Your home could be affected or changed by the military.
The result of all this activity is a reformation of your inner concept on deepest levels,
and you come to see a new self-definition through confrontations with the past. For the
first time, perhaps, you assimilate the idea of your own belligerent and sexual nature; sex
image may become your self-image. Your anger and hostility point to what's missing in
your own sense of selfhood. This is an ideal locale to pioneer a home, carving it out of
the wilderness; you seek to subject yourself to harsh and demanding environments.
Though centered through such conquest, force,and challenge, you fear the constant
tension can tire you out. All this awareness of the passionate and intense side of your
roots and family life serves to ground you in your capacity to change the rest of the
world, and you discover your heritage of power, albeit often in surprising and
importunate ways.
This location lies a little to the west of the exact planetary influence; therfore, of the
possibilities listed above, those which suggest the direct influence on you by your family,
cultural, or ethnic background are the ones most likely to manifest. The planet tends to
act outside of you, and polarizes your self-image in opposition to its more negative
potentials, requiring by either positive example or direct coercion your development of
the described qualities. Who you are, meaning in this case who your family, past, and
"roots" have been, becomes a potent force in the creation of who you are growing to be, a
force whose nature will conform closely to the description above. Living here will change
these most inward of concepts of self, often by direct confrontation with your origins and
past.
Moon-Descendant:
IF YOU'RE JUST VISITING, YOU'LL BE IMPRESSED BY THE PEOPLE
A short stay in this zone will immerse you in human interest concerns, day-to-day
dramas, and emotional storms. Because your appetites (all of them) are intensified, their
gratifications are more rewarding, and the body and its pleasures take on new meaning.
Gourmets of all kinds will find opportunities for indulgence. You will want to care for or
be taken care of by others, so women (especially mothers), family, and domestic concerns
dominate. It's hard to pass through this zone without getting embroiled with other people,
but you feel closer to your humanity, humbled and still ennobled by the struggles we all
share.
IF YOU PLAN TO LIVE HERE, GET USED TO DESIRE
This is your intense "feeling" zone, and living here in this location puts you in touch
with the astrological Moon -- your deepest and most significant needs. Existence can be
viewed as a constant war of the will between seeking independence and pure, spiritual
expression (the Sun) and attaching to the physical world, with subsequent needs for
security, nurturance, supportive surroundings, and awareness and sensitivity to
environmental influences. In this location, you become attuned to the latter half of the
equation, so that life is surrendered to sensation, feeling, vulnerability, needs, and

attachment. The gratification of appetites becomes the central focus here, needs seem
more intense than in other places, and senses perceive more strongly. Appetites guide
destiny, as the self finds itself drawn and attracted to people or their approval in an effort
to fill out some missing pieces. Erotic urges are insatiable and often compulsive.
There is a naive emotional reaction to every event and affect, and you are immersed
in reality, like a kid watching a movie, hypnotized by the play of sensations and forms
outside you. You become especially reactive to other people's awareness of you, unable
to ignore their attention or interest, both craving the feeling of substantialness that such
attention gives you and resenting your dependence upon it. Yet, just as no seed can grow
apart from the earth, this entanglement in sensation fertilizes spiritual potential; the
incredible magnetism exerted by people, things, and situations acts to draw you to
complete involvement outside yourself -- to parenting, creativity, or other actualization of
your possibilities. The tides of attraction are so strong here that you cannot remain aloof
and are pulled toward a fertile marriage with material reality. The myth here is of course
the Child-Who-Becomes-A-Parent, a union of opposites motivated by the mortality of the
flesh to which spirit is wed and the untamable desire of the spirit to live beyond the
durability of its bodily prison. And, just as the child is unaware of its identity as a child
but is directed entirely toward trying to become "like" its parent, here "what you want to
be" becomes the center of attraction, as opposed to "what you are," the focus under the
Sun.
CHILDREN COME IN ALL SIZES AND AGES
In the earliest stages of Moon consciousness, the child dominates; there is acute
awareness of personal incompleteness and a need to be cared for that is fueled by
apprehension that you would perish if left alone. Hunger is the feeling of the unformed
lunar consciousness, that aching void within which stems from the umbilicus, the place
where mother was "taken" from us. In early stages of Moon consciousness (often the only
ones that men ever learn), appetites are so deep and unfulfilled that they threaten to
devour their objects. This childlike dependency leads eventually to a role of parent in
oneself -- from being child, one switches roles and perceives the parent, the nurturer,
provider, and mother-to-the-world -- either as one's own role or in the person of other
people. This can result in the unquestioned but total attachment one enjoys with relatives,
an unconditional awareness that you and the other person are in life together, for better or
worse. The development of this type of interdependency acknowledges that there are
other entities in the world. Finally, the Moon matures as the ultimate nurturing parent -the person who can by his or her mere presence make others feel secure, protected, loved
unconditionally, and safe in a supportive and growth-sustaining world. Since all these
aspects of Moon consciousness depend on interactions with others, it is in the area of
human relationships that most of this awareness is acted out, and it is through such
relationships that the different stages are at first defined and then, eventually, assimilated.
The tortured pangs of unfulfilled needs lead to the ability to fill those needs not only for
oneself, but for others as well.
WHY IS EVERYONE SO EMOTIONAL ALL THE TIME?

This location will be especially critical for men, the masculine-identified, and the
self-consciously "superior." People who cannot feel their feelings will project them onto
other people and find themselves embroiled in constant wars of emotion and
possessiveness. If you see yourself as independent, spiritual, superior to the flesh and its
temptations, then this zone will pose real problems for you, although you may insist these
are the result of other people's failure to rise above their attachments.
As a woman, you will find this zone easier for you. Most women have been trained to
take care of self and others emotionally, and here you get to put your skills to the test,
quite possibly in motherhood. A nurturing role in society awaits you eagerly, and weaker,
dependent people (though don't ever tell them so), children, and the wounded from life's
wars will flock to your calm, nurturing environment. Still, you feel needs powerfully, and
relationships are intense, volatile, and ever changing. You are truly progressing when you
realize that you don't need to care for weaker people in order to feel useful and valuable.
THE TEARS AND LAUGHTER
On a more practical level, this area is

caring for yourself and others. Work out life routines that enable you to experience and
satisfy your emotional needs; working with others defines these needs and enables you to
find in yourself a safe haven and the capacity for self-sustenance.
WHAT DOES THIS ZONE MEAN IF I STAY AWAY?
Even if you can't travel to these areas, you will find yourself better able to care for
your own needs as a result of people from here, a sense of family that you may find
associated with this part of the world, or even religious doctrrines that come from here.
Pay attention to information and travelers from these world zones, as they bear messages
telling you what you truly need to feel secure and safe in this world. If you relate strongly
to your ethnic background, Moon lines may well pass through that part of the world, or
residence here activate ancestral patterns in some significant way. Some maternal figure
(probably a relative) who lives here may have exemplified an early ideal of the perfect,
nurturing mother role in you, which you either attempt to live out yourself or seek in
someone else.

The particular position that Moon occupied in this location at your birth will direct
this type of energy and experience particularly into certain life areas; while the most
important thing to understand is the underlying meaning and psychological principle,
these are apt to manifest more obviously in specific life areas than in others.
CLINGING PEOPLE HAVE A MESSAGE
This particular location is one in which you are very apt to see all the characteristics
of the Moon exemplified in other people -- your spouse, mother-in-law, or nearly
everyone. It is they who seem clinging, emotionalistic, and sentimental, and you wonder
what it is that keeps drawing such people to you. Simply stated, it is your reluctance to
develop your own ability to care for yourself and others or to acknowledge existence of
such issues in your life. You are talked about all the time, as others get entangled in your
affairs, especially marital and legal ones. There is a probably unconscious craving for
relationship and reliance on others or for emotional support; this is why so many people
seem attracted to you, complexifying involvements, feelings, and relationships, which
usually feel out of control and fraught with emotional whirlpools. Marriage may occur
here, perhaps at another's initiative, and you need to be needed, attracting clinging,
dependent, even parasitical persons, all too often as symbols of your own immaturity.
You may find the less favorable interpretations above dominating in this locale, though
perhaps the best way to handle this influence is by conscious involvement in the helping
professions, since you will get your needs mixed up with others' anyway. Life is likely to
be unstable, a trifle Bohemian, and often entangled, but in time you learn to fend for
yourself and seek the advantages that your charisma and attractiveness promise.
Diplomacy will be developed out of necessity.
This location is actually a little west of the precise planetary influence; therefore,
among the possibilities listed above, those of a strongly external nature are apt to
predominate. You will likely "project" the qualities you are supposed to be learning, and

your mate, partners, and others closest to you will frequently seem to exhibit the patterns
and potentials noted above. It is hardest here to see how it is your own acceptance or
rejection of parts of yourself that brings this all about, and easiest to blame others. Such
other people are really teachers and pupils at the same time, both showing you parts of
yourself you are reluctant to accept, and learning from your reactions. (You'll usually be
rather mystified when such people acknowledge your importance to them, since it's hard
for you to see the qualities in yourself that they are learning from.) Here you learn most
by example, as the qualities listed above seem to be remote and opposed to who you are
within.
Uranus-Ascendant:
IF YOU'RE JUST VISITING, EXPECT SOME SURPRISES
If you're just planning a short stay in this zone, expect changes, unexpected events,
and unusual people. Though you probably won't have much time, you could get caught
up in some utopian social group here, and beneath the surface of your trip here is a desire
to recognize and implement your idealism in some way. Your stay will be adventurous
and interesting, though your companions may find you inflexible, intolerant of others'
ideas, and somewhat inaccessible. It's hard to sleep, and your distraction renders you
somewhat accident prone. Concerns with technology, transportation, and media take
unexpected turns.
STAYING HERE: LIVING OUT IDEALISM
In this zone, you are under the influence of Uranus, planet of electric change and
transformation. Newly discovered (1784), this planet symbolizes fertilization of
individuality, since prior to its discovery people defined themselves by their social
function, positions in hierarchies, family, and nationality. With Uranus, social complexity
has evolved to the point where ideas become important and, incidentally, governments
have changed to rule through ideals and abstractions rather than through one individual's
personal power. Residence in this zone, then, fertilizes your inner power and the
conceptual framework of ideas that underlies it. Life and self are perceived with
nonsentimental nakedness and, with few illusions, nothing is feared, except perhaps
enchainment to the material, the monotonous, and the ordinary.
Diversity and democracy are admired as personal pride, charisma, and daring are
enhanced; you develop a Promethean iconoclasm, constantly challenging accepted truths
both within yourself and in your society at large, a predilection that usually does not
endear you to its leaders. The emphasis on ideas, spirituality (as opposed to materiality),
and anarchistic self-determination makes you somewhat intolerant, rebellious, and
nonconforming, however, and coolness, unreliability, and aloofness often betray a deep
selfishness disguised as idealism. Still, you see your way clear to do exactly as you
please. Perpetually youthful and uncommitted, yet strongly principled and idealistic, you
fit into no categories or social patterns, so must create your own. You usually
conceptualize an enemy here, and while it may be the establishment, the Democrats, or
some other entrenched force, it is probably actually your own attachment to the physical

world and to the dark, earthy, primal forces of sexuality and materiality which intrude
intolerably into your brilliant, airy visions and ideals. Materiality and the environment as
a whole are identified with the commonplace and rebelled against with adolescent
opinionation, but what you lack in practicality you make up for with charisma and ability
to rally others to your causes. Your only identification may be with strongly anti-social
groups or ideals. Society can act through you as well, identifying you, perhaps
unwillingly, as the symbol of some idea, social force, minority opinion, or nationality. A
dissatisfied soul on perpetual quest for impossible answers, you desire to raise others'
consciousness, a task not often rewarded or appreciated. Magical coincidences are
commonplace, and change is constant.
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE
The Greek god Uranus was a sky god, and his repulsion to earthy materiality was
expressed in his intolerance of his own children, whom he confined to an underground
hell. He symbolizes both the human capacity to transform the world through vision and
idealism, and the cold, brutal intolerance of the pure ideologue, who, in the interests of
his idealistic vision of the future, will destroy all those who get in his way. Uranus was
rendered impotent, symbolizing the barrenness of pure spirit divorced completely from
the material. Instead of children, Uranus has ideas, and these channel creative force into
transforming social movements.
Earliest stages of Uranian awareness will of course see its problematical aspects
dominate: adolescent rebel-without-a-cause superiority, intolerance, and rejection of any
form of social cohesiveness will mask a computer-like coldness and anti-sentimentality.
Militant action against the imagined enemy may be undertaken, or membership taken up
in an anarchistic or radical fringe group, whose purposes pretty much overcome the weak
will and sense of individuality. A little more maturity sees recognition of the necessity to
temper ideals with realism and compromise: technology is the result, in which ideas are
put to practical use, hopefully with betterment of life as a result, though again the pure
idealism of Uranus can here symbolize "pure" science of the sort that created the atomic
bomb.
Finally, a humanistic maturity develops in the Uranian consciousness that demands
opportunities for everyone to develop their fullest potential; humanitarianism,
philanthropy, and technological improvement of the human condition can result,
personified in the idealist who creates a society of self-determination and democratic
principles.
At any of these stages, however, it is difficult to acknowledge the transforming power
as your own; most people will become involved in a social movement, either by
themselves (as scapegoats or reformers) or as group leaders. Ignorant of the source of
power, it is easy to be manipulated by it and hard to keep such primeval and powerful
forces in check. Experiencing the power of ideas when acted on by groups of humanity is
the essential experience of this planetary energy and its zone.
CAN ANYONE CHANGE THE WORLD?

Uranus has two major types of manifestation: like a tornado, it can either blow you
away to the Oz of a whole new consciousness or, if you try to resist its force, tear you to
pieces. Obviously, people akin to its idealistic, cerebral, and nonemotional nature adjust
more easily to its changes; strongly materialistic, conforming, social types, who depend
on their possessions, stability, family, and other permanent life structures, may suffer
most from its influence and find this locale the least congenial. If your eyes light up when
you see hippies or punk rockers, if you are fascinated with astrology and New Age
thought, if you're used to fighting City Hall (from either a zealously liberal or
conservative point of view), then this zone will prove exhilarating, stimulating, and full
of color, contrast, and excitement. On the other hand, if you like TV, belong to the
mainstream, and count on your accomplishments as security, then this zone will probably
be upsetting and uncomfortable, often in the extreme, with much of the security and
possessions you rely on evaporating, leaving you naked and more aware in the world.
Many women don't take easily to Uranus zones, as they feel threatened by the lack of
material security and continuity often present here. As an actual or potential mother,
there is a bit too much change and upheaval to assure children with the routine and
stability that they need. Health upsets, encounters with aggressive males, and family
problems make this zone a little too exciting for you. The exception is, of course, strong
feminists or others desirous of taking on the system and creating a new-model lifestyle.
Often the first woman to achieve a certain, usually male, goal or to break ground in some
other way does so in a Uranus zone.
PUTTING IDEALS TO WORK
In this zone, freshness and novelty are certain to prevail, but Uranus has innumerable
manifestations. Its keynote is individualism and extremism, but within that there are as
many expressions as there are individuals. Still, if you are bored with life and would give
up anything for a change, you are in the right place here. You can become a new person,
change your name, or redefine yourself and your individuality. Swift, unexpected
liberation from the past patterns and habits occurs, and mediocrity and humdrum
monotony are replaced with stormy excitement and emancipation. Life is full of prismatic
contrast and interest, full of exploration, adventure, and wanderlust. Things are done in
extremes; there is delight in violation of bourgeois attitudes and morality as you forge
your identity in contrast to prevailing social opinions. You seek a peer group as
outrageous and "far out" as you are and an environment or communal living situation that
supports expressions of your unusual ideas. The establishment thinks you dangerous, and
your mere existence offends and threatens authorities of any kind, with predictable
results. It's hard not to fight City Hall here, but you can win, at least in the long run, for
your ideas, while heterodox, are ahead of your time and so the wave of the future.
Financial dealings fluctuate wildly here, being totally unpredictable, and this supports
the general atmosphere of insecurity. You are forced to look within, as there is where
painful growth occurs when unquestioned assumptions are discarded in the face of naked
reality. Technology is one area into which this iconoclastic creativity can be positively
directed, especially anything involving electronics or media. Astrology, New Age healing
arts, and unusual therapies are also Uranian, as well as aeronautics, invention, labor

relations, some community service positions, and radical politics.
Relationships in this area are apt to be tempestuous, as you attract willful and unusual
persons. Occasionally, instead of acting out the intense, unpredictable influences of this
zone, you repeatedly attract yourself to people who are themselves capricious and
unstable. Health is rarely good in this zone, as your energy patterns are too erratic. It's
hard to sleep, and nervous fatigue is likely. Accidents, especially affecting the legs, are
frequent. Your self-concept and life will change here, and, though there is a feeling of
loss as the past closes behind you, the excitement and stimulations of this zone, along
with its promise of freedom from tradition and social coercion, agitate and animate you to
activities you never dreamed possible. You become aware of cycles, cosmic
consciousness, and transcendent possibilities.
WHERE ALL THOSE REVOLUTIONARIES COME FROM
Even if you cannot travel or reside in this exciting and colorful zone, it may come to
stand in your mind for liberation, freedom, and change. People who have a profound
effect and influence on your ideas may come from there, or a body of knowledge,
religion, or teaching indigenous to this area might deeply change your world view and
self-concept. You may take a stand against some injustice you perceive in this place, or
support change and growth by financial or other means. Cultural interests here are apt to
be intellectual and serve to illuminate future directions for your life path.

The particular position that Uranus occupied in this location at your birth will direct
this type of energy and experience particularly into certain life areas; while the most
important thing to understand is the underlying meaning and psychological principle,
these are apt to manifest more obviously in specific life areas than in others.
DISRUPTION'S ADVOCATE
In this area, the planet Uranus is likely to manifest most particularly in your health,
personal image, and inner journey. Although it is really your own self-concept that is
undergoing change, it is easy to let other people identify you with some ideal, or you act
as a catalyst that galvanizes others into action on their own behalf. You stand out as the
epitome of individuality, able to slip through the cracks and do whatever you please.
Your influence catalyzes rebellion and resistance to an injustice, and those who deal with
you closely are never the same again, seeing themselves, perhaps for the first time, as
unique individuals, rather than focusing on their adherence to norms and standards.
Others' opinions of the ideals and causes with which you associate yourself will be
strongly influenced by your own personality, which is difficult to separate from the ideals
it espouses. You break rules with such a nonchalance that others assume you have some
special right to do so, and as a successful self-regulated anarchist, your existence
challenges the need for rules at all.
Cool, somewhat aloof, and nonmaterially unemotional, you refuse to be needed,
shying away from committed, clinging relationships. In this zone, you can alter your
body, appearance, name, personality, ideals, or life path every few years, and the only

consistency is change. Health is precarious -- nervous and easily influenced by
environment, you wear out easily. You want others to notice you, and may adopt an
unusual name, costume, or mannerisms, secretly delighting in others' dismay, though you
really don't care whether they approve or not. Likewise, though your presence may kindle
others' idealism and commitment and predictably usher in a period of change and social
upheaval, you don't often participate yourself. For you, "Truth is a pathless land. Man
cannot come to it through any organization, through any creed, through any dogma,
priest, ritual, not through any philosophical knowledge or psychological technique"
(Krishnamurti). Identity becomes your own and others' deviations from the paths chosen
by the majority.
This location is a little west of the actual planetary influence; therefore, among the
possibilities listed above, those involving your direct perception of your own personality
and identity should be where most of the action manifests. You will probably come to
identify strongly with the various functions, energies, personality attributes, and activities
of this zone, and consciously incorporate them into your repertory of personality options.
Power comes from recognizing the nature and potency of this influence, which you can
come to symbolize in a very real way for others -exaggerate it, consciously act out
the positive aspects of its role, and you'll find other people empower you, recognizing
your instinctive ability to handle energies that make them uncomfortable, or which they
do not understand. In your personal relationships, you will often play the role assigned by
this psychological influence, and your partner may well play whatever is opposite.
Success comes from accepting this role and learning to manage and project it
consciously.
While the possibilities of how these influences might interact are limitless, the
description below suggests some of the experiences you can expect.
Sun*Mars:
IT'S HARD WORK TO BE A HERO
In this locality, the "macho" expression of a masculine self-image becomes a matter
of personal pride. Your presence is seen as an exaggerated materialization of all things
masculine: combativeness, sexuality, daring, and boisterous and courageous vitality.
Excesses of energy and sexuality can burn you out here, as you are hyperactive and fly
into rages. Volatile and erratic, you still appear to get a tremendous amount of work done.
You admire and project the essence of masculinity and an arrogant pride in your battle
scars. Others look upon you with some awe and fear, as you can be ruthless, harsh, even
cruel, and, in extreme cases, may develop the type of paranoia that comes when everyone
is seen as a competitor or enemy.
The problem with this location is that society always suppresses the unmitigated
projection of masculine sexual energy, except in a few circumscribed areas: the military,
athletics, and in masculine-identified professions. So while these may go well in this
locale, you are apt to experience constant friction with authority over what you see as
your territorial rights, pride and masculine honor. With a myopically personal view of

things, you will attract attacks from others, and develop (you may have to) a Spartan love
of adventure, physical work, sex and contest. Fighting and military matters may interest
you, and identify the few professions that go well here. Anger and vindictiveness are
among the few feelings of which you can be aware; you tend to exclude the feminine
from your life, which becomes vigorous, vital, and decisive. Constant stress and tension
can wear out vital organs, and accident-proneness (exacerbated by a love of adventure,
mechanics, and high- speed amusements) may manifest. Manners become more coarse
and manly here, and sexual passion is intense, but rather without love and affection,
rigidly governed by sexual roles and stereotypes. In extremes, there may be an attitude
that seeks the destruction of what cannot be mastered, though the social problems of
Sun*Mars are diminished if it is given expression in arduous work or athletic
competition. Science and mathematical skills are enhanced.
As likely as the above is another set of possibilities formed by combining the
influences you have operating:
Moon*Mars:
FEELING ANGRY
Society does not much encourage expression of aggressive, angry, physically
confrontive, and emotional reactions. In civilization, these are expected to be suppressed,
not to exist, or to be channelled into "constructive" activities: sport, war, or
environmental exploitation. In this locality, such sublimation is apt to be difficult for you,
as you are more irascible, temperamental, reckless, outspoken, defensive, and irritable.
Not without good reason, of course -- you tend to gravitate to aggressive people and can't
stand by idly while they trample on your prerogatives. More positively, the shy become
bold and daring, risks are gladly taken (perhaps too impulsively, thence regretted),
though the proverbial chip on your shoulder attracts plenty of people willing to knock if
off. You discover your fighting spirit and fondness for controversy, and take some
pleasure in the quarreling, domestic uproar, and sensitive pride that seem to manifest
here. Action comes too quickly and without reflection; there is conflict between needs for
security, others' loyalty, family attachment, and sexual needs or masculine-type pride and
machismo. The home itself is under pressure, so that, in addition to the interpersonal
crises mentioned above, there is also danger of fire, attack, and injury, especially for
those who are not able to feel and express anger and belligerence directly. Outspoken and
daring feistiness underlie a distrust and rejection of the dependent aspects of self. A
boasting, bullying demeanor can be the result of your own reluctance to admit your own
needs for others' affection and sustenance.
In this area, you may feel initially oppressed and distrustful of your own female
nature. You are apt to be something of a tomboy, daring and courageous, and tend to
have trouble with men--macho types are drawn to you, and surprised by your resistance.
At best, this is where you can get in touch with your anger and, in time, you learn to feel
and safely act out these feelings of insecurity and inferiority. Until you are able to be
comfortable with your anger and power, however, you may attract attacks, ill health

(especially in the stomach and digestive and reproductive areas), and constant tension.
Sun*Moon:
SECONDARY INFLUENCES
The material presented above describes the most potent and significant planetary
influences operating at the location you have designated at the time of your birth. It is
these concerns and manifestations that should demand your concentrated attention, and it
could be suggested that it is to assimilate and understand this type of experience that you
have considered residence in this locale. However, there are additional, less potent
influences, that also operate here, due to the geographical latitude at which it is located, a
latitude that has special importance for you. These influences will constitute a "subplot"
or subsidiary influence while you are here, influences of about one-third the power of the
major ones described above, and ones which are apt to manifest in relationships
especially -- with either you or your partner acting them out.
Due to the similarity of the following influence with others noted above, you should
view it as potentially more significant, and expect that it will be closely associated with
the major planetary effects described above.
Mercury*Mars:
"FOOT-IN-MOUTH DISEASE"
A chronic case of "foot-in-mouth disease" guarantees life will rarely be quiet and that
changes and self-awareness are results of far too many lessons in the virtues of silence.
Controversy seems to accompany everything you say, though introspection will reveal
that people are only reacting to the chip you're carrying on your shoulder and to an
arrogant, boastful, and provocative verbal representation lacking diplomacy and tact.
Still, you are able to attain your goals, muscle is put into ideas, the pen is mightier than
the sword, and original research (often scientific) is vigorously undertaken. This is a good
area to find and enjoy manual, farm, laboring, or other forms of active and strenuous
work. Even simple jobs are made into Herculean tasks, since physical exertion is
beneficial in dissipating some of the belligerence and irritability that are generated here.
Socially, though, you may have problems, as these planets together are seen by others as
rude, coarse, perhaps malicious, vengeful, sarcastic, and cutting. Or, when their effects
are internalized, you may be subject to nerves, allergies, or repeated infection. Injuries
caused by rash and precipitate action, particularly in driving, travel, or the use of
machinery or vehicles, also can result from bottled-up resentments. Your sensitivity
makes you seem adolescent, awkward and painfully reactive, though verbally formidable,
particularly in "put-downs."
Skill and dexterity can be developed in manual arts, and if you are working hard at
carpentry, a craft, outdoor work, or skilled labor, this zone can be constructive rather than
problematical. Competitive instincts are considerably sharpened, you are good at shrewd
self-promotion and advertising (beware of alienating people with a hard sell), and you'll

enjoy rigorous examinations and opportunities to prove yourself. But details tend to
overwhelm you, hairs are split, and intolerance to criticism alienates the well-intentioned.
Sexual exploitation, overwork, and even criminality can manifest here, so the area is best
avoided by those not already self-possessed and calm. You'll need to cultivate cautious,
tolerant friends to act as brakes on your impetuosity.
As a woman, you'll find this area particularly risky and challenging; men won't much
like your independence nor the sardonic, verbal way in which you assert it. There is even
risk of attack, accident, or health problems, though the area may be congenial if you are
willing to forego the usual female roles and put up with the confrontations.
Even though the following influence is subtle, it can be developed, especially if it
seems compatible with your personality or with other influences operating in this
location. Look upon it as a potential resource constituting an occasional or less important
preoccupation.
Mercury*Uranus:
NEWFANGLED NOTIONS
In this locality, your mind is ahead of its time, drawn to theories and social concepts
that are yet to be understood by the mainstream of society. Individualistic ideas and
perceptions, undistorted by what "everybody says," are social dynamite, so not
surprisingly you don't get along well with authorities and develop a defiant and
iconoclastic mentality that delights in exploding others' myths, illusions, and personal
sacred cows with its brilliant logic, analytical ability, and irreverent, computer-like
incisiveness. Your mind becomes articulate, innovative, and inspirational, sees through
the sham of unquestioned social beliefs, and so finds itself at the forefront (but far ahead
of the main body) of scientific opinion, espousing ideas as unpopular as pure materialism,
astrology, metaphysics, or any highly individualistic world view. Freedom from
stereotype is demanded, and the path to truth is seen as personally unique and lonely.
Success may come as an innovator or inventor. Eschewing a dualistic world view, you
are comfortable with paradox and seeming contradiction; a syncretic mentality is able to
form lightning-fast associations between what to others seem to be disparate ideas and
concepts. In the face of the inevitable social criticism you remain clear, willful, cool,
decisive, and superior. You are instinctively political in your materialistic analysis of
reality, your vision is very personal as well, linking you through perception to the ideals
and political ideologies of your milieu.
On less lofty levels, your occupation becomes the locus of much change, inner
turmoil, and growth. Working for others is difficult, so self-employment should
eventually be sought. Work situations frequently change and are the site of political
awareness, as well as conflict between old and new. Unusual health problems may defy
diagnosis, among which might be reactions to environmental agents or influences. You
are clever, innovative, handy, resistant to routine, creative, ironic, eccentric, somewhat
tactless, and intuitive. A realistic view is unclouded by feelings (others think you cold),
leading you to understand your individuality through work, nonconforming

craftsmanship, and technical creativity.

These, then, are the important astrological influences which affect this location, now
and in the future. Needless to say, they all won't manifest the moment you arrive, but will
indeed emerge as the most powerful psychological potentials over time.
EPILOGUE
This concludes our enumeration and description of the planetary influences,
permanent and temporary, that affect the locations that you submitted. As you have
observed, some of the information is psychological in nature, as it is the belief of
ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY that planets act, not through any mystical "power" or
magic, but by paralleling potentials in the human psyche, and in orderly and
comprehensible fashion, marking the development of this maturity. It is hoped that you
are able in this way to see that there are really no "good" or "bad" locations for you -- that
in the process of growing into mature completeness, you will have to experience every
psychological possibility. At best, this report will work to inform you what these are for
you in the locations you are considering, letting you know what to expect, and so
empowering you to be able to utilize the most positive possibilities.

